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The Volkswagen Passat is a series of large family cars manufactured and marketed by the
German automobile manufacturer Volkswagen since , and now in its eighth generation. The
successive generations of the Passat carry the Volkswagen internal designations B1, B2, etc. In
, the Passat NMS program was split into two as the North American one continued being
produced on an older platform while the Chinese Passat moved on to the MQB platform,
meaning that Volkswagen currently markets three models of the Passat globally. The first
generation Passat launched in in two- and four-door sedan and three- and five-door versions.
Externally all four shared styling by Giorgetto Giugiaro. The first generation Passat was a
fastback variant of the mechanically identical Audi 80 sedan, introduced a year earlier. A
five-door station wagon was introduced in , which in North American markets was sold as an
Audi Fox. In Europe, the Passat was equipped with two rectangular, two round 7-inch, or four
round 5. The Passat was one of the most modern European family cars at the time, and was
intended as a replacement for the ageing Volkswagen Type 3 and Type 4. The only other
European cars of its size to feature front-wheel drive and a hatchback were the Renault 16 and
Austin Maxi. The Passat originally featured the four-cylinder OHC 1. The SOHC 1. The range
received a facelift in launched outside Europe with revised interior and revised exterior with
repositioned indicators and depending on model, either four round or two rectangular
headlights. In North America, the car was marketed as the Volkswagen Dasher. The three-door
hatchback, four-door sedan, and a station wagon model launched in North America for and
during the model year. Sole available engine was a carburetted 1. North American cars were
equipped with single DOT standard headlights. In , the Dasher received a facelift along the lines
of the European Passat, with quad sealed beam headlights and big polyurethane covered
bumpers. The trim was also upgraded and the ride softened. All gasoline engines were dropped
for North America in , in preparation for the next generation. In Brazil, the Passat B1 was
produced from June until Since the Audi 80 was not marketed in Brazil, the Passat received the
Audi's different front-end treatment after a facelift for Originally with a 1. A sports version,
named Passat TS 1. The second generation Passat launched in The platform, named B2 , was
once again based on the corresponding version of the Audi 80, which had been launched in The
B2 Passat was slightly longer. The four-wheel drive Syncro wagon version was introduced in
October , initially only with the more powerful five-cylinder engine. In Mexico, it was marketed
from to as VW Corsar and Corsar Variant the 4-door saloon and 5-door wagon, respectively. In
Argentina, from to as the VW Carat. In Brazil, the wagon model was badged VW Quantum. The
Passat saloon and estate were produced in South Africa for the local market until Like the
previous generation, the B2 Passat was mainly sold with four-cylinder petrol and diesel
engines. Unlike its predecessor, however, top-of the line versions received five-cylinder Audi or
VW engines of 1. This, also called the "Formel E" had a particularly high top gear, which
combined with a freewheeling mechanism, provided better gas mileage. The Syncro's bottom
plate was almost entirely different, requiring a transmission tunnel, a relocated gas tank and no
spare tire well to make room for the complex rear axle assembly. Only the more popular estate
was reengineered. Syncro was also available in the North American market, only with the
five-cylinder engine. In , the range received a slight facelift, consisting of new, larger bumpers,
interior retouches, a new front grille and new taillights on the hatchback versions. The
three-door hatchback was discontinued, while the Santana nameplate was dropped in Europe.
The saloon's front end was now the same as the hatchback and estate. The North American
version, still known as the Quantum, gained European-style composite headlamps. On 31 March
, production ended although Syncro models continued in production until June with 3,, built in
Germany. World production totaled approximately 4. The lack of a grille made the car's front
end styling reminiscent of older, rear-engined Volkswagens, such as the , and also doubled as a
modern styling trend. The styling was developed from the aerodynamic cd 0. At the time, it was
the first transverse engine layout Passat to be built on a Volkswagen-designed platform, rather
than sharing one with an Audi saloon. The car, although designated B3 in Volkswagen's
platform nomenclature, was based largely on the A platform as used for the smaller Golf model,
but was stretched in all directions, and therefore had no connection with the B3 series Audi 80,
launched two years earlier. Many components are shared directly between these vehicles. This
generation of Passat was sold as a four-door saloon or a five-door estate, with the Passat not
being sold as a hatchback from this point onwards. It was marketed under the Passat name in
all markets; in North America, this was a first. The fuel-injected petrol engines gave better
performance and refinement than the carburettor units previously used. They were mounted
transversely , and the floorpan was engineered to accept Volkswagen's ' Syncro ' four-wheel
drive system. Engine options were the 2. Volkswagen's new 2. The 1. The B3 Passat was heavily
facelifted in , and despite being designated B4, it was not an all-new model. The facelift revised
external body panels except for the roof and glasshouse, with most obvious exterior change

seeing the reintroduction of a grille to match the style of the other same-generation Volkswagen
models of the era, such as the Mk3 Golf and Jetta. The interior was mildly updated and included
safety equipment, such as dual front airbags and seat belt pretensioners, although the basic
dashboard design remained unchanged. The grille was introduced to give the front end a more
aggressive appearance, as the previous model looked too 'passive'. Combined with a 98 litres
The Passat introduced a new design language, [ citation needed ] first seen on the Concept 1
concept car, for the latest generation of Volkswagens, such as the Mk4 Golf , Bora and Polo
Mk4. Aerodynamic work gave the B5 Passat a coefficient of drag of 0. The car featured a fully
independent four-link front suspension ; and a semi-independent torsion beam for
front-wheel-drive models or a fully independent suspension on the 4motion 4WD models. Four
transmission options were available: a 5-speed manual transmission, a 6-speed manual
transmission codename 01E , a 4-speed automatic transmission and a 5-speed automatic
transmission with tiptronic. The B5. The engine was discontinued in Unlike its predecessor, the
B6 Passat no longer shared its platform with Audi's equivalent model the Audi A4. Based on a
modified version of the Mk5 Golf's PQ35 platform PQ46 , the B6 featured a transverse rather
than longitudinal engine layout of its predecessor, like the previous B3 and B4 generations,
which were related to the A2 Golf platform. The added benefits of the PQ46 platform are
especially evident in its incredibly stiff torsional rigidity rating, which places it closer to a
generation Porsche than its own Golf stable-mate in terms of chassis stiffness. The
transverse-engine layout of the four-wheel drive version, marketed as 4motion , dictated a
switch from the Torsen centre differential of the B5, to the Haldex Traction multi-plate clutch.
The change to the Haldex system also changes the handling closer to a front-wheel drive car.
Compared to the Torsen, the Haldex can direct torque more unequally to the front wheels from
to front-to-rear bias , thus providing a wider bias range than the to of the B5 Passat. See the
Audi -related quattro four-wheel-drive system article for more information. Fuel Stratified
Injection is used in every petrol engined version of the Passat, ranging from 1. As of the model
year, the VR6 engine and 4motion option were no longer available in the US on the Passat
sedan and wagon, but are available on the Passat CC. In February , the 2. At the same time the
2. The common rail technology uses less fuel and is quieter in operation. This engine is part of
the wider Volkswagen Group policy for engine sharing. But this car is simply called Volkswagen
Variant in China, in order not to refer the name "Passat" or "Magotan". Engines offered in the
CC mirror those of the regular Passat, with options of the base 2. Two engine options are
provided: 1. Volkswagen facelifted the Passat CC in late for the year, with styling updates akin
to those of the larger Phaeton. For the updated model, Volkswagen has dropped the Passat
name for all markets, now matching the Volkswagen CC branding used since in North America.
Although designated "B7" by VW enthusiasts, the car is not an all-new model. The facelift
resulted in new external body panels except for the roof and glasshouse, with the prominent
changes to the grille and headlights. New features include Adaptive Chassis Control DCC ,
Dynamic Light Assist glare-free high beams , a fatigue detection system and an automatic " city
emergency braking " system. The interior featured minor detail changes from the B6, although
the basic dashboard design remained unchanged. In India, the B6 version is likely to be
replaced with the B7 version. The Passat was the best-selling model of Volkswagen Malaysia in
and The Passat Alltrack was aimed at competing with Subaru Outback , which created a new
market niche. The engine range of the Passat Alltrack consists of two 2. The two lesser powered
engine variants 2. The rest of the range with 4Motion has a 6 speed DSG automated manual
transmission, except the 2. The eighth generation model of the Passat was introduced in
November in Continental Europe and in January in the United Kingdom as a four-door saloon
and estate. Following other Volkswagen Group passenger vehicles such as the Volkswagen
Golf Mk7 , it is based on a stretched variant of the MQB platform , a modular automobile
construction platform designed for transverse, front-engined cars. To reduce weight,
lightweight materials such as aluminium and vacuum-formed steel have been utilised. The
engine line-up of the Passat B7 was re-introduced with this generation with slightly increased
power outputs, variable displacement for the 1. Volkswagen built 20 examples of a fuel-cell
Passat Lingyu in mid to be presented at the Beijing Olympics. The Passat branches off into two
models starting from , the one being the model marketed mainly in Europe and right-hand drive
markets, and in China as the Magotan, and the other called the Passat NMS that is built for the
North American and Chinese market. This model is more downscale compared to the European
Passat to achieve a lower price point in order to penetrate the mainstream mid-size sedan
market. In China, the new model is built by SAIC-Volkswagen in its Nanjing factory [15] and is
marketed as a more upscale model with some interior and exterior differences to the North
American model, such as wood-trimmed steering wheel, rear air vents, and LED accented
headlights. It was sold alongside models such as the long-wheelbase version of the European

Passat known as the Magotan and a B5 Passat-based Passat Lingyu. A new Passat for the North
American market was released in as a model. The Volkswagen Passat NMS was completely
redesigned except for the platform and powertrain featuring revised exterior styling, new wheel
and tire combinations. Every metal stamping in the exterior was replaced, except the roof
stamping. It is equipped with more standard safety and technology features, which include a
suite of standard driver assistance technologies, and a 6. The second generation is still
powered by a horsepower, 2. Despite the high resemblance between the Chinese and North
American Passats, they are completely different models based on different platforms. All
models are available with 7-speed DSG gearbox as standard. From Wikipedia, the free
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Full-size minivan. This is our favorite midsize sedan and wagon. Don't make your family vehicle
choice without driving one. Volkswagen has been busy in recent years. In between buying up
smaller carmakers, designing and cylinder engines, and creating a new line of luxury vehicles,
the company has had time to tweak its already excellent Passat sedan and wagon offerings. The
base Passat engine is a 1. While not a race engine, this powerplant offers adequate acceleration
and contributes more to the Passat's overall grin factor than one might think, especially when
mated to the company's excellent five-speed manual transmission. Stepping up to the 2. The V6
comes standard on Passat GLX models and puts the "fun" back in functional with its broad
torque band and responsive acceleration. Volkswagen's optional five-speed Tiptronic automatic
transmission is also availble on the GLX. Regardless of drivetrain choice, all Passats come with
superb steering, handling and braking characteristics. With ABS four-wheel discs standard on
all trim levels, an independent front and rear suspension, and perfectly weighted power
rack-and-pinion steering, the Passat is one of the most entertaining sedans or wagons in the

midsize class. Some drivers note a bit too much body roll during canyon runs, but the pay off
comes in its excellent overall ride quality. In addition to its mechanical pedigree, the Passat
offers up an impressive list of standard features. Items like air conditioning, cruise control,
one-touch power windows, power locks, remote keyless entry, a remote trunk release, a full-size
conventional spare, side airbags and heated exterior mirrors are included on the base GLS
models. GLX trim adds the aforementioned V6 engine, sunroof, heated front seats with driver's
seat memory, leather seat coverings and door inserts, variable intermittent wipers with heated
jets and an auto-dimming day-night mirror. Based on a stretched Audi A4 platform and using
plenty of Audi parts in its construction, the Passat looks, feels, smells and drives like a more
substantial car than its price tag would lead you to expect. Its contemporary styling will wear
well into the new century and its solid construction should keep the car feeling new as the miles
add up. With Volkswagen expanding into the luxury-sedan, SUV, and exotic sports-car markets
over the next few years, they're going to need a solid bread-and-butter model to pay all the
upcoming development and marketing bills. We expect the Passat to fill this role and help keep
the company afloat during its transitional period. Before rushing out to buy that new Accord,
Camry or Taurus, you'd do well to at least test drive a Passat. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Passat. Write a review See all 37 reviews. I forget how
many times this lemon of a car has gone into the shop. Bought used from some person who
much be must happier now. Water pump dead at 35k. Heater doesn't work. New head gasket
required at 70k. Coolant leak. Radio died. Rear seat cupholder broken. Thousands of dollars in
repairs that simply should not be required in the first 5 years of a cards life. Great car to drive
but wouldn't want to own one. Read more. Read less. Can't even think of ALL the repairs! I
bought this car over 2 years ago and have found nothing but problems! The heater core valve,
the shifter broke, brakes, recalls, and many other problems. The knob for my mirror fell off, the
power locks no longer work correctly. Tried to start my car this a. This car since I have owned it
has been well maintained, all oil changes, tune ups etc, and this car still won't run properly. I
can't wait to get rid of this money pit! Great long-term vehicle! I bought my manual trans V6
Passat almost 10 years ago and have to say it's been a great car overall. There have been few
unexpected repairs but the repairs I have had to make have been expensive. The car has a
peppy V6 engine that gets great gas mileage low 30's on the highway. My wife describes my
Passat as "smooth in every aspect". I've been happy with the quality of the engine and body.
The interior controls have a quality feel but many of the buttons, knobs and cupholders have
failed or begun to become unreliable. Overall the positives of the vehicle far out way it's issues
and I hope to drive my Passat for many more miles! A Living Nightmare!!! Probably the worst
car ever!! Will never ever buy a VW again. It had low miles but already had transmission, engine
problems. Please buyers think twice before purchasing this car. Write a review. Slight turbo lag
on four-cylinder models, body rolls through tight corners. Vehicle overview. The radio display
and anti-theft system have been updated. A brake-wear indicator is now standard on all models.
Sign Up. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But
ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep
our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow
our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. Hide Full Review. Engine 1. Smart Buy Program is powered by. See the value of your
car and get a cash offer in minutes. Cash Out or Trade-In. Research Another Vehicle. We notice
you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable
adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down
menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending
on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey
again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few
seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to
experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your
browser. Displaying 1 - 10 of Volkswagen Passat 10 reviews. Love This Car! Volkswagon has a
reputation for costly repairs, but if you take car of your car the repairs are few and far between.
Pros: I love how trust worthy the car is! This car has made me a volkswagon fan for life! My
back and legs almost never hurt after long car rides. I can always trust the breaks. I live in New
England, so a car that can handle snow is important. For only having front wheel drive, the car
handles well. The sound system that comes with the car is impeccable. I have come across
other sound systems ones that people buy separately or non-volkswagon factory and they do
not compete. Cons: There is a lack of cup holders in the car. Due to the age of the car, there are
some maintenance issues coming up, that have me looking at newer cars. As an Architect the
design is very important to me. The car is beautifully, simple modern, tight and lovely. The is
comfortable for long road trip and city commutes. The V6 holds a lot of Zippity do. After 15

years and , very tough city miles-Johann will be a third back up car. I love this car! Pros: Long
life Speedy -quick reacting All the confidence and presence of a higher priced luxury car
without the price tag or pretense Fun to drive Timeless design Comfortable powerful. Cons:
Electrical quirks, irrational engine lights, water pumpall those things you tolerate but should
have to. Great Cars! Handles exceptionally well around corners. Lots of pep. ABS brakes are
great. These cars can easily run for , plus miles. Full size spare tire in trunk not a donut is a nice
feature. Pros: Great handling car. Cons: Engines tend to burn hot. Needs Mobil 1 synthetic oil to
keep engine clean. Common issue with VW Passats is leaking head gaskets. Handling is fairly
good. Clearly not Porsche good but well enough to have fun with. Electrics in this car are also
much better than expected. No corroded contacts or glitches. Pros: Good sized sedan.
Excellent year without any of the typical VW issues. V6 engine with plenty of umpf to give
others a surprise. Cons: double exhaust if motor mounts are not fixed is annoying since both
right and left side flex pipes need to be replaced. Parts are expansive and hard to find. Getting
ready to trade it in or sell it. Four people and all out luggage for 3 weeks vacation and we still
had room to stretch-out. Sure glad I had this for a mile trip. Pros: Very reliable and fun and
comfortabe to drive on long trips. Cons: its not reliable too much and maintenance is so
exspensive. Does have some issues with the emissions workshop checklight, but overall no
really expensive fixes. The styling of the car is beautiful and the interior is very luxurious. I can
get anywhere from the mid 20s to about the higher 30s for MPG depending on how I drive. One
of the most fun cars I've ever driven. Pros: It is a perfect car that has plenty of performance,
handling, and braking. Great â€” i love my car. Lots of features and value for the price. Always
had good experience with previous Passat and this replaced a model Read More. This is a very
elegantly styled , sophisticated car. It offers an exceptionally , smooth and quiet ride. The
engine offers outstanding power, acceleration and fuel efficiency. This is by far , the Read More.
Unique vehicle. Lasting quality design. Does everything it was designed to do for a good price.
Ignore expert commentary and focus on owner commentary. Not everyone wants a pinball
machine dash This car is everything and more. This will surely be my next car. Very nice car.
Great price and has a lot of features. Nice riding and comfortable! I am really happy with my
Passat, it feels really nice to drive, its comfortable, simple, beautiful and elegant. I made the
best decision. Great car!!! The V6 engine which is otherwise stellar creates way too much
torque steer and wheel spin on the front wheel drive Passat. Also, the DSG transmission V6
model is jerky at lower speeds. The 1. Have you driven a Volkswagen Passat? Rank This Car.
User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections. Allyn
says:. Hands down German engineering is traditionally better than its Pacific Rim competitors.
Built on the same platform as the Audi A4 cars this V6 Powered Wagon gets up and goes and
provides you with space, comfort and safety. Handling Ranked Honda Accord worse. Front
Seats Ranked Honda Accord worse. Back Seats Ranked Honda Accord worse. Family Car
Ranked Honda Accord worse. Is this helpful? Yes No. Caitlin writes:. Back Seats:. Primary Use:
Family transportation Pros: I love how trust worthy the car is! Bink writes:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: Long life Speedy -quick reacting All the confidence and presence of a
higher priced luxury car without the price tag or pretense Fun to drive Timeless design
Comfortable powerful. GGerryG writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Great handling
car. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Good sized sedan. Cons: expensive to repair.
Aaron writes:. Sure glad I had this for a mile trip Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Very
reliable and fun and comfortabe to drive on long trips. Cons: Parts are expensive. John writes:.
Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: the potential and the look. Derek writes:. Cons: None.
Melinda writes:. Cons: cant think of any. Reviews From Other Years. Read all Volkswagen
Passat reviews. Read all 4 Volkswagen Passat reviews. Read all 5 Volkswagen Passat reviews.
Cars compared to Volkswagen Passat. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for
Sale. Compare Volkswagen Passat to Related Models. Select Year All the safety latches are
sound and firmly connected for child seats. Drives much better. Style is timeless. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: Long life Speedy -quick reacting All the confidence and presence of a
higher priced luxury car without the price tag or pretense Fun to drive Timeless design
Comfortable powerful Cons: Electrical quirks, irrational engine lights, water pumpall those
things you tolerate but should have to. Common issue with VW Passats is leaking head gaskets
7 of 7 people found this review helpful. Sure glad I had this for a mile trip Primary Use: Family
transportation Pros: Very reliable and fun and comfortabe to drive on long trips Cons: Parts are
expensive 4 of 4 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: the
potential and the look Cons: its not reliable too much and maintenance is so exspensive 2 of 5
people found this review helpful. Cons: None 4 of 6 people found this review helpful. It looks
like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Myself not ever
being happy with my cars 'out of the box' don't see this as a big deal, because I'm goint to

screw around with them anyway's, but for those of you that consider your car an appliance This
problem only occurs on the 2k and newer DBW drive by wire And it is a programming problem,
not a mechanical one. There is an aftermarket 'tuner, that was dissatisfied with how the VW and
Audi Tiptronics were programmed, and had re-written the program to allow faster shifting, and a
more positive response. Addionally, it also removes this more that annoying behavior for those
that have it, and some others, like letting the torque converter slip while on an incline, as to
make it smoother than actually down shifting. If you have felt this or seen your tach jump RPM,
but not felt a shift while in auto mode, pop it over to TIP mode and be supprised that you are
still in 5th. Here are some links for you to get some info:. The 20 hp you are thinking of is in the
1. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service
Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. May edited April in Volkswagen. It
seems to "stumble" on takeoff. Now my V6 is doing the same thing! It has about miles on it and
I started noticing the lag around miles. I've been to the dealer 2x so far. I'm getting the run
around. First they said, "it just needs to be broken in to more miles ", but also admitted that
another customer had the same complaint just that week. I'm afraid I've got a lemon. Any one
out there with the same issues? I'd love to hear how you're resolving it. May Dealer told me not
a problem, chip is programmed to emulate 5-speed manual. Lag is as if you were raising foot off
of the "clutch". Does this make sense? Not really. Hard to say with these computer driven cars
Perhaps you could call the VW zone office and ask if there is a problem and a fix for it. All we
can do is guess. Get the "lemon" idea out of your head. This is negative thinking. There is no
such thing as a "lemon", only a car that has something wrong with it that needs to be fixed.
Your car has some 15, parts in it, and if all 15, were defective, then I might believe the term
"lemon". But if it's only one or two things, that's hardly reason to condemn the car. Give it a
chance, work wtih the dealer, keep a record of all visits. Well, we're back from the dealer, fixed
the AC and Manager drove it for 2 days trying to duplicate the "lag". Although the repair ticket
says "unable to duplicate", the manager said he has "other" notes in the computer and that VW
is aware that it is a problem that requires reprogramming. He also drives the same car and says
that his is "worse" but that mine is "right up there". Here's what I don't get. If it IS a problem,
and he knows it and other customers have the same complaint, why didn't he just say so the
first time I brought it in? I'm starting to smell a rat and can't get this guy to come up with the
same story 2x. And why does the repair ticket say "unable to duplicate" when he was able to
duplicate it. When I asked him to revise the ticket, he dismissed my concerns by saying that he
had "other" notes in the computer. Fast forward this story past the warranty period and I'm
stuck with a dangerous car. The inconsistent acceleration is especially troublesome in reverse I
live in a metro area where parking is tight and streets are crowded. It's just a matter of time
before the car gets away from me and I back over something or someone. Any ideas? Okay, call
the dealer and get the number for the VW Zone Office. Tell them you are having a problem that
the dealer cannot resolve and that you would like an appointment with a factory tech or you
would like technical information sent to the dealer ASAP so that this can be corrected. If VW is
working on a fix for it, get all the info you can on that. If you have good records and TSB and a
phone log, you shouldn't get frozen out of warranty, and if worse comes to worse, you can swap
the car on a Lemon Law presuming you qualify in all the particulars, which you need to
research. Anyone else dealing with this? I also have the lag problem from a dead stop. It is
intermittent and appears to happen if you quickly let go of the brake and step hard on the gas,
like in trying for that left turn in front of the semi kidding. First I thought the transmission is not
engaging, but then realized the engine does not rev. Seems to me this should be fixed
regardless of the warranty. The dealership is dismissive with me, but not with my husband
mechanical engineerd who builds engines for fun and is now working on his doctorate in
medicine! I'm going to call the Zone Office and see what comes of it. I'll keep posting progress
here. Again, for me it's a safety issue. I can not predict the speed at which the car is going to
travel from take off. Or as another reader said, "trying for that left turn in front of a semi" can be
a bit tricky. Nice to see that I'm not the only one The lag on my GLX 4 motion is quite sporadic
and quite similar to ivanov2. Mostly happens from a dead stop when a quick acceleration is
needed. Been to WV twice so far with "unable to duplicate" being the answer Is anyone having
problems with a rough idle either at a warm start, or sitting in traffic? The car with miles on it
stalled 3 times in 65 degree weather after being stuck pretty much at a park for about 30 in. No
dummy lights ever come on Goes in on Monday Anyone experience this in the front wheel drive
V6 models? Yes, I've been suffering the "lag," stumble, hesitation, and unpredictable throttle
response. I've got 7, miles and it's been getting progressively worse. I have not been in for
service yet, because I've been burned so many times by that whole "unable to duplicate"
phenomenon. I have also experienced the unpredictable throttle response in reverse. These
problems are much worse immediately after a cold-start. I have also had problems with the

automatic transmission failing to downshift to 1rst after a brief stop. When I hit the throttle, it
starts in 2nd and abruptly often harshly shifts to 1rst. Not what I consider appropriate for the
premium price tag. Does anyone know of any TB's on these issues? I hesitate to go in for repair
on intermittent problems unless they are well documented. Have fun, drive safely, and arrive
alive! My Passat with miles stumbles on takeoff. A potentially dangerous defect, as acceleration
speeds are unpredictable. I urge everyone with this problem to contact VW Customer Care at to
make a report. If enough of us speak directly to VW perhaps we can get the problem resolved
more quickly. I've had it with "unable to duplicate" comments from the dealership. Thanks to
everyone for your comments and shared concerns regarding this intermittent issue. After ready
all the comments from Passat owners regarding lag, I am glad that I own a "lag free" Accord and
a "lag free" Camry. Thanks for the responses. It is a decent deal, but this sounds like a problem
that needs solving. Do you think it happened with the computer upgrade that added the 20 HP to
the V6? Here are my test drive results. Flooring it, the car didn't necessarily lag, but it was slow
from RPM's and then it would take off? From was lethargic, and then it would rocket to 50
before you know it? But it was not even, I had to floor it to get it going, and then it would go so
fast you have to come off the gas quickly? I am going to pass for now. I'm sure many of you
wouldn't be happy with this answer, but there is a fix for this, but it involves an after market
program for the TCM transmission control module. If we monkey with the TCM does it negate
the warranty? I love to car otherwise! Thank you so much for your input and helpful links. I'll
check into them. There is also come driving technique that can help you. You have to remember
that this is a 5 speed automatic What this means is that compared to a 4 sp first gear is very
short. Now to keep emissions down and milage up, VW has programmed the tranny to get out of
first as soon a possible under a light throttle. So, what I ended up doing to solve this annoyance
before I reprogrammed the TCM , was to feather the throttle for the first 1 or two carlengths, and
then step into the accelerator much more. This helped quite a bit. Additionally you could just
use the manumatic mode to hold first longer too. This works equally as well, if not better. VW
got stuck trying to passify the appliance drivers with a drive train that was intended for a more
sporting croud. Not that any auto came be considered that sporting, but none the less it is a
Porche tranny. And yes it does mess with the warranty I have a I've noticed the lag on ocassion
particularly if I'm stopped and turning across a street in front of on coming traffic. Scary I'd say.
I'll keep posted on these forums. I'm going to try manual shifting next time as suggested to see
if I can avoid it. But, it needs to be addressed by VW. Trolls "gloating" here are, well, immature.
I've had a '95 and '98 Camry and they were nowhere as good as my Passat in any way
whatsoever. I saw a Passat Wagon on the lot wit a V6, it had hp listed on the sticker? That is
why I thought there might have been a chip upgrade. The driving performance I was referring to
was the V6 and not the turbo, it seemed to have little or no power at low RPM's. A chip upgrade
sounds in order, shame on VW for making owners do it themselves. I would highly recommend
driving it in manual shift mode around town. The drive by wire system employed with this
transmission shifts too rapidly when upshifting, and likes to stay in 2nd unless you are
completely stopped. It appears to be a way to try and optimize fuel economy, but it's annoying
as hell. As an example, if you manual shift and hold it in 3rd at 40mph, the engine is turning
about 2, rpm. If you move the shift lever back from manual mode to automatic, it will shift up to
5th almost immediately. The automatic works OK when getting on the highway and on most
2-lanes, but around town, I would strongly suggest that you manual shift it. Having just gotten
rid of an automatic Subaru Outback, I can say that the VW transmission works fine, but the
programming needs a little help. I have a 2 week-old AWD wagon. I didn't notice any problems
the first week. It drove smoothly. This week, I'm experiencing what sounds like the lag problem
noted here. Specifically, there are 2 symptoms. The worst occurs occasionally when the car is
barely moving and I try to accelerate. The engine surges until I let up on the gas and press
again. This was particularly alarming today, when I started to roll slightly backwards into an
intersection just a few feet as the engine surged to rpm. The dealer said to bring the car in
immediately and offered a loaner while they look it over tomorrow. I talked to a tech person who
did indeed mention the throttle program being the cause and said the program "learns" over a
5-mile stretch of driving. If one accelerates briskly and then is in stop and go traffic, it is more
likely to exhibit surges. He stated that turning on the ignition without starting the engine ,
pressing the pedal to the floor, and then turning off the ignition resets the learning mechanism
and should stop the problem. I found no effect. He also mentioned that the computer also
aggresively disengages the throttle if I understood this whenever the brake is pressed. So, if
one goes too quickly from the brake to gas, it is more likely to surge unpredictably. This seems
to be true. I also experience the "thud" of the car downshifting to 1st at the last moment. Are
there any successful fix experiences besides the aftermarket one suggested? June I bought my
Yesterday as I was driving home from work, I heard a thud and then the ABS indicator light, MIL

indicator light, anti-slip regulation light and brake light came on. These indicator lights were
beeping and flashing , but I drove it to the dealership and left it there. When I came to a
complete stop and then hit the gas, I noticed that it seemed to "lag" or something. I'm hoping
the problem is fixable and will not be a recurring problem. Prior to this, I noticed no real lag. I'm
hoping I won't be sorry I purchased the Passat. Before yesterday evening, I was absolutely
thrilled with my new Passat. Any experience with this or advice? I have had reasonable
performance from the car until this year, when the "LAG" attacked me too! On cold starts, the
car's idle surges between rpm, and when the car is warmed up, the idle seems to stick at rpm at
stand still when the AC is running. When the car is cold, the lag is more like a lurch!! Upon
replacing the mass air flow sensor, the lag and lurch were not eliminated so we put the old one
back in. Dealership services have included 1. H20 pump 3. I would love any suggestions or
comments from similar situations I own a 99 Passat GLX and have been generally happy with
the vehicle thus far. Nevertheless, remember that you are buying a Volkswagen and although
this car is luxurious in its own way, expect less than luxurious service from VW dealers. I had
two warranty claims and had to beg, then argue to get them fixed after months of hassle. I
loathe the idea of bringing it in for service of any kind. I considered the Infinity I30 and Lexus ES
but opted to save a few dollars without giving up a lot of vehicle. But in retrospect I paid for
what I got. My friends that own Infinitys and Lexus' enjoy the service calls as much as you can
and, admittedly, pay for it. Interesting comments about the lag in the VR6. I just bought a Jetta
Wagon this week. I didn't want an automatic, but of course, there wasn't much in the Portland
area to choose from with this car. I am noticing this lag and thought it was just because of the
auto. Now, I'm getting concerned reading these messages. I never trust dealers explanations.
Interestingly, we also have a brand new Audi A-4 1. I thought it was just the turbo lag and it
seems to be self adjusting in that car. I felt like I could duplicate it, but I m not sure. Maybe I am
imagining it because what I read here was on my mind all the time. There is no lag driving it in
manual mode? There is no lag driving a manual VW Passat? Compared to my Honda Civic EX
coupe, there seems to be less road and engine noise. I do not know how much the tires affect
road noise. I have used Firestone and Uniroyal tires on my Honda and both produce a lot of
road noise especially when driving on concrete roads. Yes that "lag" you were referring to is the
turbo lag. I got the manual tranny but after reading your posts about the VW auto tranny lag, I
think that's just a problem with the shifting module computer. It may shift slower than you want,
but the computer is doing calculations on whether or not to shift and how soon. I had auto
transmission on my Accord and it too took a little bit to shift to 2nd if I wanted it to. That's why I
got the manual tranny in the A4 this time. By the way, the A4 doesn't cost as much as some of
you think. And that's already a Not trying to be a brat here but trying to say the A4 is another
option. By the way, no idling roughness or computer going weird problems touch wood in miles
of ownership. I have been looking at both the Audi A 4 and the Passat these are some real
horror storys about the passat. Now I'll have to take all these problems into consideration.
Maybe I'll just wait for the a Anyway LaukOdg where did you buy your A-4???? Here they run
about 28K with less than half of the accessories you purchased. I'm in Chicago and I bought it
from Schaumburg Audi. Where are you from, Whitewolf? I live in Colorado Springs, CO. Thats it.
It may well be worth the price of an airplane ticket to save some money. Did you buy off the lot
or order??? I imagine they have a much better lot selection in Chicago than here. Did you test
drive the tiptronic I was wondering if the lag mentioned in the VW horror stories is similar in the
tiptronic version of Audi. I test drove the manual and I agree the power is unexpected and
awsome when the turbo kicks in. I understand that the A-4 will be slightly larger although I have
yet to see one. Do you have any info on the ??? Nah it won't worth you to buy a plane tix here
and ship it over to CO. I just don't want to wait 4 months for an order. Unfortunately I didn't
drive the Tiptronic, as I already made up my mind to get a manual tranny. Well the A4 has a It
will have stiffer suspension, bigger wheels, rear seat heater option, and bigger V6 engine 3. I
have also yet to see one but I'm not too excited about it. I like the classy current A4 bodystyle
much better. If you want to join our discussion over at the A4 boards, do a search and we
frequently have this kind of discussions. I just don't want to talk about an A4 here and this
board is about a VW. Not scary, and certainly not exclusively German. Many newer vehicles and
some older ones from the last 10 years or so have adaptive electronics which will modify fuel
delivery, timing advance, and shift points based on learned inputs from throttle position sensor,
mass air flow sensor, engine RPM, coolant temp, etc. Been around at least 10 years. Old
technology. My '96 Buick has it. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking
the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle
Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Home Volkswagen Passat You
chose your Volkswagen Passat for all the same reasons you choose Genuine Volkswagen
Parts: because no other brand can match the performance, style, and precision of Volkswagen.

Whatever kind of drive is your style â€”sporty performance, sophisticated luxury, or simple joy
in the journeyâ€” shop our nationwide network of Volkswagen Parts dealers, and your VW
Passat will always impress. Your Nearest Dealers. Lou Bachrodt Volkswagen. Shop Now.
Distance: Frank Boucher Volkswagen of Janesville. Elgin Volkswagen. Enter your zip code:
View More Dealers. Select a Volkswagen Passat Trim Level. Select a Category. Popular
Products Quick Buy. It's tough to enjoy the road ahead if you can't see what's coming. As one
of the most crucial safety features of your Volkswagen, it's important to make sure that your
wipers are regularly maintained and functioning correctly. Genuine Volkswagen Windshield
Wipers and Wiper Blades are precisely designed and manufactured to provide factory-grade
cleaning of and debris removal from your windshield. If you've noticed your wipers chattering,
streaking or not making full contact with your windshield, it's time to replace them with Genuine
VW Windshield Wipers. Quick Buy. Neither you nor your VW can operate at a peak performance
if you're not breathing clean air. When it comes time to replace your VW's engine air filter or
cabin air filter, trust Genuine VW Air Filters to restore factory-grade breathability to your engine
and cabin. By filtering dirt, dust and other debris from reaching your engine, you're helping to
keep your VW's engine running at peak performance for miles to come. And by filtering the
same dust and debris from entering your vehicle's cabin, you're helping to maintain your VW's
premium cabin comfort for both you and your passengers. Volkswagen Accessories. Car Care.
Keep your Volkswagen Passat in the same pristine shape as it was the day you drove it off the
lot with Genuine Volkswagen Passat Car Care Products. Shop Car Care. Comfort and
Protection. Make yourself comfortable and keep your Volkswagen Passat protected from the
rigors of daily use with Genuine Volkswagen Passat Comfort and Protection Products. Shop
Comfort and Protection. Never drive unplugged unless you choose to with these Genuine
Volkswagen Passat Communication Accessories are designed to work perfectly in your
Volkswagen Passat. Shop Communication. Sport and Design. Add your own personal touches
or achieve a sportier stance with Genuine Volkswagen Passat Sport and Design Accessories.
Shop Sport and Design. Leave nothing you need for outdoor adventuring behind with Genuine
Volkswagen Passat Transport Accessories. Shop Transport. Make a dramatic enhancement in
the profile of your Volkswagen with a change of wheels. Shop Wheels. VW DriverGear. More
than hats and tees, discover it all. About About VW. Legal Policies Internet Based-Ads. Links
Dealer Login. Data Agreement Unless otherwise indicated, all prices exclude applicable taxes
and installation costs. Although we endeavour to ensure that the information contained on the
website is accurate, as errors may occur from time to time, customers should verify any
information in question with a dealer. We are not responsible for any errors or omissions on
this website. Photos are for illustration purposes only. There may be some variances between
the photos shown and the actual product. Product appearance and specifications are subject to
change without notice. Some items may be unavailable for or incompatible with certain trim
levels and models. Recent Arrival! Odometer is miles below market average! Convenience
Features Come test drive this Volkswagen Passat! S
2001 ford ranger radio
free chilton manual pdf
73 powerstroke injection pump
ome vehicles just speak for themselves! Top features include power windows, 1-touch window
functionality, telescoping steering wheel, and cruise control. It features an automatic
transmission Doesn't match exactly what you're looking for? Haddad Nissan can locate
whatever new or pre-owned vehicle you're looking for. Just input your contact information and
exactly how we can assist you Thank you for your interest in one of Gurley Leep Motor Werks's
online offerings. Once you see this Volkswagen, you'll quickly see that this The quintessential
Volkswagen Automatic, leather, 6-disc changer, moonroof, every option but 4motion. Body and
interior in great shape. Sunroof and Monsoon Sound System, 5 disk cd player. Brand new
timing belt and It runs and drives great, it does have a few more things Sort By. Date recent
Price highest first Price lowest first. Sort by Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. On
page 20 40 Make offer. Cloud Subaru. Mishawaka, IN. Other Volkswagen Models.

